THE DAUGHTER OF ROSIE O'GRADY

Walter Donaldson
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YESTERDAY WHILE OUT A–WALKIN', I MET A DEAR LITTLE GIRL
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SOMEHOW WE STARTED A–TALKIN'; MY BRAIN WAS ALL IN A WHIRL
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SHE SAID SHE CAME FROM OLD KILLARNEY SO I STARTED IN TO QUIZ
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I GOT A SURPRISE THAT OPENED MY EYES FOR WHO DO YOU THINK SHE IS?
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SHE'S THE DAUGHTER OF ROSE O'GRADY,
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A REGULAR OLD–FASHIONED GIRL
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SHE ISN'T CRAZY FOR DIAMOND RINGS,
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SILKENS AND SATINS AND FANCY THINGS
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SHE'S JUST A SWEET LITTLE LADY
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AND WHEN YOU MEET HER YOU'LL SEE
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WHY I'M GLAD I CAUGHT HER,
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THE DAUGHTER OF ROSIE O'GRA–
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I'M GOIN' TO ASK HER TO MARRY, I WON–DER WHAT SHE WILL SAY
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I KNOW THAT IF I SHOULD TARRY, SOMEONE WILL STEAL HER AWAY
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I'VE GOT THE RING TO FIT HER FINGER AND IF SHE WILL NAME THE DAY
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IMAGINE MY PRIDE WHEN SHE IS MY BRIDE AND I HEAR THE NEIGHBORS SAY,